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C A T O P U B L I C A T I O N S

Cataloguing the transgressions of law enforcement

O
n May 16, 2009, two New Jersey police
officers beat 21-year-old James Bayliss
during a traffic stop, at one point slam-

ming his head against a tire while his limp
body lay handcuffed. Bayliss is mentally dis-
abled. Despite dozens of attempts over the
last three years, his family has still not received
an explanation—though, after a video of the
incident was made public this June, the state
police acknowledged for the first time that
unreasonable force was used.

In an effort to bring more incidents like
this to light, the Cato Institute has launched
PoliceMisconduct.net, a project originally
created by a private researcher in 2009. The
purpose of the website is to bring more
attention to the problem of police wrong-
doing and to identify policies that will
enhance police professionalism and mini-
mize misconduct.

The site’s resuscitation comes at a time
when hard information on police impropri-
ety is severely lacking. In 2004 the Department
of Justice released a statistical report analyz-
ing misconduct trends—yet the report was
based on stale data that had trickled in volun-
tarily from less than 5 percent of the country’s
17,000 police departments. That was the last

such analysis generated by the
Department of Justice.

To fill this void, our re-
searchers are scanning media
reports each day to locate news
stories on misconduct, record
those reports in a database, and
transmit the details through a
social media newsfeed on Twit-
ter—providing transparent data
that allows for independent ver-
ification through public review.

The purpose of the website
is to determine the extent to which law
enforcement officials exceed the limits of
their authority. “We are simply trying to cre-
ate a ruler with which we can measure police
misconduct, so that people can determine for
themselves if it’s really a problem,” says Tim
Lynch, who oversees Cato’s National Police
Misconduct Reporting Project, of which
PoliceMisconduct.net is the cornerstone.

Each quarter, the database is reviewed, cat-
egorized, and analyzed to produce statistical
reports that identify patterns in the types of
misconduct that occur and what factors
might affect the likelihood of abuse.

These quarterly updates will provide the

raw figures for a yearly aggregate report,
which examines some of the more long-term
trends that emerge—including localized
rankings, agency comparisons, detailed per
capita rates, and other statistical information.
Over time, PoliceMisconduct.net will offer a
wealth of data on what is currently one of the
more obscure threats to our civil liberties.

In doing so, the new site dovetails closely
with the larger mission of the Institute. “We
believe good policy analysis can improve gov-
ernment decisionmaking,” Lynch says. To the
extent that PoliceMisconduct.net provides a
window into where specific procedures go
wrong, we hope to improve lives as well. n

The Cato Institute Launches PoliceMisconduct.net

I n the Spring/Summer 2012 issue of the Cato Journal, Robert B. Zoellick, president of the World Bank, argues that it
would be a mistake to ignore markets in the conduct of monetary policy. In an edited conversation with Sebastian
Mallaby, senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, Zoellick discussed how the world could potentially move to 

a multiple reserve currency system. He suggested that gold should be used, not as a formal anchor, but as “an information
tool”—or “a check on the checkers” in the global monetary order.

Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX), chairman of the House Subcommittee on Domestic Monetary Policy, attacks the present discre-
tionary regime, arguing instead for currency competition and ultimately a return to the gold standard. A strong critic of the
Federal Reserve’s money monopoly, Paul argues that a false trust in the paper dollar has ushered in the current crisis. This
policy, he argues, has been little more than “a grand deception.”

Allan H. Meltzer, a leading historian of Fed policy, makes a strong case for the adoption of monetary rules to replace
pure discretion. In criticizing the Fed’s vastly increased powers of late, Meltzer examines in particular the politicized misallocation of credit. Elsewhere, 
economist Lawrence H. White of George Mason University provides a detailed analysis of how to make the transition to a gold standard.

John Allison, former chairman and CEO of BB&T, holds that the recent financial crisis, ensuing recession, and slow recovery were caused primarily 
by government policy. Those in the Fed were guilty of what F. A. Hayek called the “fatal conceit,” he explains. “I don’t care how smart you are,” Allison writes,
“you cannot coordinate the economic activity of seven billion people on this planet.”

Other contributors to this issue include Jeffrey M. Lacker on “Understanding the Interventionist Impulse of the Modern Central Bank” and Gerald P.
O’Driscoll Jr. on moving “Toward a Global Monetary Order.” n

All of these articles, as well as the three book reviews in this issue of the Cato Journal, are available online at www.cato.org, or by subscription.
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